December 10, 2021

GlobeX Data Ltd.

BUY

(CSE: SWIS / OTCQB: SWISF / FRA: GDT)

Current Price: C$0.43
Value: C$1.21
Aiming to Capture a Small Share of Gmail and WhatsApp Fair
Risk*: 4

- Initiating Coverage

Sector/Industry: Technology / Software

Click here for more research on the company and to share your views

Highlights
➢

➢
➢

➢
➢
➢

➢

GlobeX offers cybersecurity and internet privacy solutions to consumers and businesses
under the brand Sekur®. Sekur is a paid-email/instant messaging service provider aiming
to capture a small share of traditional and free services such as Gmail, Yahoo! Mail and
WhatsApp. Sekur does not mine users’ data, is ad-free, and has end-to-end data encryption.
In addition to secure and private emails/instant messaging, the company also offers secure
data storage and sharing services.
Demand for encrypted and secure services is rising from a segment of
individuals/businesses who are willing to switch from free/conventional offerings to paid
services to ensure data privacy and curb cybercrime.
Sekur®’s services are hosted in Switzerland where there are strict data privacy laws;
operators are not allowed to mine or process users’ data. GlobeX stores data in its own
servers instead of cloud services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Cloud,
and Google Cloud. These features are critical for privacy and security.
We believe businesses operating with sensitive and confidential information (such as
medical, financial, and real estate), and a segment of individuals (5% - 10%) are ideal
targets for GlobeX.
Sekur’s closest competitor, ProtonMail, grew its subscriber base from 2-50M from 20172020, which indicates that there is demand for such services, and it is growing. We believe
Sekur is an improvement over ProtonMail, especially when it comes to security and privacy.
Sekur® currently has 3,200 subscribers, and is pursuing aggressive marketing
campaigns to grow its user-base globally. The company has entered into partnership
agreements with multiple telecom operators in Latin America and South Asia to offer Sekur
to their users.
Upcoming catalysts include results of ongoing marketing programs, and updates on
subscriber-growth. The company is well capitalized to fund its marketing programs.

Risks
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

The company is in early stages, and yet to generate meaningful revenue.
Must keep its technology up-to-date constantly to remain ahead of the curve.
Getting users to switch from free to paid email/messaging services can be
challenging.
Rising competition among encrypted service providers.
We are not expecting the company to break-even before 2024.

Key Financial Data (C$)
YE Dec 31
Cash
Working Capital
Total Assets
Debt
Revenue
Net Income
EPS

2020
494,927
554,456
3,193,820
26,756
-1,319,495
-0.02

2021E
10,805,856
10,495,850
13,547,270
125,124
-7,441,414
-0.07

Sid Rajeev, B.Tech, MBA, CFA
Head of Research
Alexis Cabel, B.A.Econ
Equity Analyst

Price and Volume (1-year)

SWIS
CSE

YTD
158%
-23%

12M
270%
-13%

Company Data
52-Week Range
Shares O/S
Market Cap.
Current Yield
P/E (forward)
P/B

2022E
5,016,050
4,857,281
8,458,109
1,919,405
-6,405,018
-0.06

C$0.11 – $0.60
112M
C$47M
N/A
N/A
5.4x

2023E
6,867,688
5,411,844
10,600,645
4,267,575
-4,770,209
-0.05

*See last page for important disclosures, rating, and risk definitions. All figures in C$ unless otherwise specified.
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GlobeX was formed
in 2007 in
Switzerland, and
went public in 2019
in Canada; $12M
spent to date on
developing and
marketing the
technology

Advantages of Paid/Secure Email Services
GlobeX is an encrypted service provider offering an alternative to mainstream and
big-tech services like Gmail, Outlook, WhatsApp, and others. Free email services
generate revenue from ads and data mining, and have low security levels. The
latter is evident as users receive spam, phishing and malicious emails designed to
obtain personal information such as passwords, credit card, and bank account
numbers. According to anti-virus firm Kaspersky Lab, 47% of emails received
are spam.
Free services can track users based on their inbox content, IP addresses, and webusage. Free services also require phone numbers and other personal details.
Due to these reasons, there is a growing number of users willing to use paid email
and messaging services to ensure security and privacy. Paid/encrypted services
do not have ads, require only username/password, and do not take users’ phone
numbers or personal information. Users’ data are encrypted, making it challenging
for even service providers to view the actual content of emails/messages.

Disadvantages of Mainstream Email and Cloud Services

Increasing interest in
secure email
services from tech
companies is
evident by the
recent US$860M
acquisition of Zix
Corp., a Dallasbased provider of
cloud email security,
by OpenText
(NASDAQ: OTEX)

1. Cybercrime
Mainstream and big-tech providers (such as Gmail/NASDAQ: GOOG,
Zoom/NASDAQ: ZM), and WhatsApp/NASDAQ: FB, and Dropbox/NASDAQ:DBX)
are prone to cybercrime. This year, Microsoft’s (NASDAQ:MSFT) exchange
server was hacked for illegal gathering of information, emails, calendars, and
contacts. According to packetlabs.net, a firm specializing in app security, the cost
of cybercrime will grow from US$6T this year, to US$10.5T by 2025. Sekur offers
protection from this as users’ data are encrypted multiple times from their devices
to Globex’s servers in Switzerland.
2. Degradation of Privacy
The importance of data privacy has been rising in recent years. There were public
backlashes against messaging services Whatsapp and Signal for changing privacy
policies. Users are concerned that personal data may be used without their
permission. Zoom was recently fined US$85M for misleading users that they have
end-to-end encryption. We believe there are a growing number of individuals,
businesses, and government departments that are veering away from mainstream
services to ensure privacy and security. This is evident from the rapid growth in
users of ProtonMail.

The Sekur® Edge
We believe Sekur® stands out among both free and paid email service
providers. Key strengths are listed below:
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1. Offers secure and private emails/messaging services, self-deleting chats, and
file transfer using mobile devices, tablets, and PCs. All messages are fully
encrypted and scanned for viruses.
2. Services are hosted in Switzerland where there are strict privacy laws.
Companies operating out of Switzerland are not allowed to process or use
personal data.
3. By having its own infrastructure, GlobeX is independent from other cloud
services such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Cloud, and Google
Cloud. GlobeX’s servers are located in ISO-certified, Swiss bank approved
data centers. Users’ data is not stored in their devices, but in GlobeX’s servers.
4. GlobeX limits the amount of email sent at the same time to avoid spamming
or phishing.
We note that encrypted platforms can be subject to illegal/criminal activities.
Our discussions with management indicated that their team constantly monitors for
suspicious activities. As subscribers need to provide their credit card information,
and GlobeX will be able to identify and locate users misusing their platform.

Business Model
GlobeX sells its products directly through its website, or through third-party
wholesalers and distributors, and telecommunications companies with large
customer bases. Partners offer Sekur products to their customer-base as an addon service. GlobeX has undisclosed revenue sharing agreements with its channel
partners.

As these
agreements are
recent, we are
expecting a
significant ramp-up
in user base next
year

Source: Various
GlobeX also offers its solutions on the RE/MAX Marketplace, providing exposure
to over 100,00 real estate agents and brokers.
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Products

Email and instant
messenger priced at
US$10/month
(US$100/year) for a
user in the U.S.; an
upgraded version
will be launched
shortly, which will be
priced US$7/month
(US$700/year)

Key Features
✓ Lets a user send an email to any recipient, whether they have Sekur® or
not, in full privacy and security, as emails never leave Sekur®'s servers.
✓ The sender can protect emails by adding a password to open, along with a
self-destruct timer.
✓ Allows users to send large attachments without crowding recipients' email
box.
Source: Company
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Priced at
US$5/month
(US$50/year), and
bundled with mail for
US$10/month

US$50/month for
individuals,
US$250/month for a
small team, and
US$1,250/month for
small and medium
enterprises

Source: Company
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Launching
SekurPro® voice
and video
conferencing in H12022

Email, chat, and
voice: US$20/month
or US$200/year

3,200 subscribers as
of October 2021;
89% have
subscribed for
email/messenger
services; 80% of
users are
individuals, with
businesses
accounting for the
remaining 20%

Current Subscriber Base
SekurMessenger®
and SekurSuite®,
11%

Sekur had just 77
subscribers in June
2021

©2021 Fundamental Research Corp.

Source of Subscribers
Channel
Partners,
5%

Sekur®
(SekurMail®/Sekur
Messenger®), 89%

Website,
95%

Source: Company
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Competitors
SekurMail® Versus Other Email Services

We believe Sekur’s
privacy and security
features are
unparalleled

These comparison
charts are very
compelling, and will
encourage users
seeking
security/privacy to
use Sekur’s services

Source: Company
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SekurMessenger® Versus Other Messaging Apps

Sekur’s value
proposition is
attractive for
messaging services
as well

Source: sekur.com
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Sekur offers
favorable
pricing/storage
All email services in
this table offer endto-end encryption,
and are operated by
private companies

Email Provider
ProtonMail
Hushmail
Countermail
Tutanota
Mailfence
Runbox
Posteo
Kolab Now
LuxSci
SekurMail®

Secure Email Service Providers
Basic Plan
High-End Plan
Monthly (US$) Storage (GB) Monthly (US$) Storage
6
5
34
6
10
30
$29/6mos
0.20
$79/2yrs
$14/yr
1
$68/yr
3
5
10
20
1
80
1
2
4
5
11
10
10
408
7
100
10

Free Plan
Has
None
None
Has
Has
None
None
None
None
None

(GB)
20
15
0.10
10
20
25
5
100
100

Source: www.intradyne.com

GlobeX’s closest competitor is ProtonMail, an end-to-end encrypted email service
also based in Switzerland. However, ProtonMail uses open-source coding
hosted in AWS, and does not offer the same level of privacy/security offered by
Sekur.
ProtonMail Subscribers
60

ProtonMail’s growth
confirms the growing
demand for
encrypted services
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Source: Wikipedia

Action Plan
GlobeX has a robust pipeline of new products/services targeting a wide range of
potential users.
Launch
Dec-21
Jan-22
Feb-22
Apr-22
Jun-22
Sep-22

Product
BusinessMail
New SekurMail®
New SekurMail® App
SekurVoice (voice, chat, email)
SekurPro®
SekurSuite® Upgrade

Source: Company
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Aggressive
marketing
campaigns

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GlobeX Branding and Marketing Efforts
Utilizing YouTube influencers
Print and media ads
300-400 TV commercials per month across Fox Business, CNBC, and
Bloomberg
Ads on New York subways, the Nasdaq building, etc.
Marketing partners in South America and Europe

The current customer acquisition cost (CAC) is approximately US$70. Our
discussions with management indicate that CAC will gradually decline, with a
growing user-base, to a long-term average of US$25 vs the subscription revenue
of US$70/year/user for the basic email package.

Management and Board
The CEO owns 27%
of the outstanding
shares

Source: Company Filings

Brief biographies of the senior management and board members, as provided by
the company, follow:
Alain Ghiai – Founder, Chief Executive Officer, Director
Alain Ghiai founded the company and has served as Director and CEO since March
2017. He has served as President and Corporate Secretary of the company since
June 2018. Alain Ghiai also founded GlobeX Data S.A. (GDSA) in 2007 and has
served as Director and CEO since August 2007. Alain also founded GlobeX Data,
Inc. (GlobeX US) in August 2012 and has served as Director and CEO of GlobeX
US since August 2012. Alain Ghiai attended the California College of Arts in San
Francisco, where he obtained his Bachelor of Architecture in 1994. Alain Ghiai has
over 15 years of experience in the software industry and has been instrumental in
the development of the company and its IPO in July 2019.
Scott C. Davis, CPA, CGA – Partner, Cross Davis & Company LLP., Chief
Financial Officer
Scott Davis is a Chartered Professional Accountant and a partner of Cross Davis
Company LLP Chartered Professional Accountants, a firm focused on providing
accounting and management services for publicly listed companies. His experience
includes CFO positions of several companies listed on the TSX Venture Exchange
and his past experience consists of senior management positions, including four
years at Appleby as an Assistant Financial Controller. Prior to that, he spent two
years at Davidson & Company LLP Chartered Professional Accountants as an
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Auditor, five years with Pacific Opportunity Capital Ltd. as an Accounting Manager
and two years at Jacobson Soda and Hosak, Chartered Professional Accountants.
Scott Davis obtained his CPA, CGA in 2003. Scott Davis has been a service
provider to technology companies for over eight years. He is working side by side
with Alain Ghiai on the management of the finances of the company.
Amir Assar - Director
Amir Assar has over 27 years of experience in technology sales and leadership
and is presently AVP Sales at Workday, Inc. (NASDAQ:WDAY), one of the leading
software companies in the world. Prior to joining Workday, Amir was one of the key
executives at Adaptive Insights, where he was instrumental in establishing
Adaptive as a leader in the financial data analytics market, culminating in an IPO
filing in June of 2018 and eventual acquisition by Workday for US$1.55B in August
2018. Amir Assar started his technology career in 1993 at Actel Corporation as the
Western USA Director of Sales. Actel was a leading provider of Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and was acquired by Microsemi Corporation,
a California-based semiconductor and systems provider for the aerospace,
defense, communications, data center and industrial markets. From there, Amir
went on to work for several successful emerging technology companies in Silicon
Valley including Annuncio Software (acquired by Peoplesoft), NetScaler (acquired
by Citrix), DataPower (acquired by IBM), and IBM where he held senior sales
management and leadership positions. At DataPower, he was part of the original
sales leadership team that built the company from a fledgling start-up with no
customers into a US$300M business while transitioning it to be one of IBM’s most
successful acquisitions. He is married and lives with his wife in San Francisco,
California. Amir is a Director of the Company and a member of the company’s audit
committee.
Henry Sjoman - Director
Henry Sjoman has been an entrepreneur and angel investor since 1991. Henry has
been involved in the electronics and telecommunications industry since 1974,
building a substantial part of ll Blackberry and Nokia phones at one time through
his network of manufacturing worldwide. Henry Sjoman co-founded Elcoteq SE
1991, an electronics manufacturing company that was listed on Euro NASDAQ until
2010. He received his BSc, Telecom from the Kopings Tekniska Institut (Sweden),
in 1974. Henry is a Director of the company and a member of the company’s audit
committee.
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Financials
Yet to start
generating
meaningful revenue

Strong balance
sheet
Subsequently raised
another $2.14M in
November 2021

Source: Company Filings, FRC

Stock Options and Warrants - 12.36M options (weighted average exercise
price of $0.35), and 37.82M warrants ($0.53) are outstanding. In-the-money options
and warrants could bring in another $2.80M if exercised.

FRC Projections

We are
conservatively
valuing the company
based on a userbase of over 500k
by 2030; note that
ProtonMail has over
50M subscribers

Source: FRC
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Valuation

DCF valuation of
$1.21 per share

Source: FRC
As the company does not have any direct publicly traded comparables, we are not
using a comparables valuation model. That said, we note that GlobeX is trading at
2.6x (2025 revenue forecast) vs the Application Software sector average of 10.3x
(Source: S&P Capital IQ).
We are initiating coverage with a BUY rating, and a fair value estimate of $1.21
per share. GlobeX has an edge over its competitors as we believe its products are
private, secure, and competitively priced. The CEO’s high equity interest aligns his
interest with investors. Our valuation is heavily dependent on GlobeX’s ability to
attract users through aggressive marketing campaigns.
Risks
We believe the company is exposed to the following risks:
➢

Assigning a risk
rating of 4
(Speculative)

➢
➢
➢
➢

The company is in early stages, and yet to generate meaningful revenue.
Must constantly keep its technology up-to-date to remain ahead of the curve.
Getting users to switch from free to paid email/messaging services can
be challenging.
Rising competition among encrypted service providers.
We are not expecting the company to break-even before 2024.
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Appendix
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Fundamental Research Corp. Equity Rating Scale:
Buy – Annual expected rate of return exceeds 12% or the expected return is commensurate with risk
Hold – Annual expected rate of return is between 5% and 12%
Sell – Annual expected rate of return is below 5% or the expected return is not commensurate with risk
Suspended or Rating N/A— Coverage and ratings suspended until more information can be obtained from the company regarding recent events.
Fundamental Research Corp. Risk Rating Scale:
1 (Low Risk) - The company operates in an industry where it has a strong position (for example a monopoly, high market share etc.) or operates in a regulated industry. The
future outlook is stable or positive for the industry. The company generates positive free cash flow and has a history of profitability. The capital structure is conservative with
little or no debt.
2 (Below Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry where the fundamentals and outlook are positive. The industry and company are relatively less sensitive to
systematic risk than companies with a Risk Rating of 3. The company has a history of profitability and has demonstrated its ability to generate positive free cash flows (though
current free cash flow may be negative due to capital investment). The company’s capital structure is conservative with little to modest use of debt.
3 (Average Risk) - The company operates in an industry that has average sensitivity to systematic risk. The industry may be cyclical. Profits and cash flow are sensitive to
economic factors although the company has demonstrated its ability to generate positive earnings and cash flow. Debt use is in line with industry averages, and coverage ratios
are sufficient.
4 (Speculative) - The company has little or no history of generating earnings or cash flow. Debt use is higher. These companies may be in start-up mode or in a turnaround
situation. These companies should be considered speculative.
5 (Highly Speculative) - The company has no history of generating earnings or cash flow. They may operate in a new industry with new, and unproven products. Products may
be at the development stage, testing, or seeking regulatory approval. These companies may run into liquidity issues and may rely on external funding. These stocks are
considered highly speculative.
Disclaimers and Disclosure
The opinions expressed in this report are the true opinions of the analyst about this company and industry. Any “forward looking statements” are our best estimates and opinions
based upon information that is publicly available and that we believe to be correct, but we have not independently verified with respect to truth or correctness. There is no
guarantee that our forecasts will materialize. Actual results will likely vary. The analyst and Fundamental Research Corp. “FRC” does not own any shares of the subject
company, does not make a market or offer shares for sale of the subject company, and does not have any investment banking business with the subject company. Fees were
paid by GlobeX to FRC. The purpose of the fee is to subsidize the high costs of research and monitoring. FRC takes steps to ensure independence including setting fees in
advance and utilizing analysts who must abide by CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct. Additionally, analysts may not trade in any security
under coverage. Our full editorial control of all research, timing of release of the reports, and release of liability for negative reports are protected contractually. To further ensure
independence, GlobeX has agreed to a minimum coverage term including an initial report and three updates. Coverage cannot be unilaterally terminated. Distribution procedure:
our reports are distributed first to our web-based subscribers on the date shown on this report then made available to delayed access users through various other channels for a
limited time.
The distribution of FRC’s ratings are as follows: BUY (69%), HOLD (5%), SELL / SUSPEND (26%).
To subscribe for real-time access to research, visit https://www.researchfrc.com/website/subscribe/ for subscription options.
This report contains "forward looking" statements. Forward-looking statements regarding the Company and/or stock’s performance inherently involve risks and uncertainties
that could cause actual results to differ from such forward-looking statements. Factors that would cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, continued
acceptance of the Company's products/services in the marketplace; acceptance in the marketplace of the Company's new product lines/services; competitive factors; new
product/service introductions by others; technological changes; dependence on suppliers; systematic market risks and other risks discussed in the Company's periodic report
filings, including interim reports, annual reports, and annual information forms filed with the various securities regulators. By making these forward-looking statements,
Fundamental Research Corp. and the analyst/author of this report undertakes no obligation to update these statements for revisions or changes after the date of this report. A
report initiating coverage will most often be updated quarterly while a report issuing a rating may have no further or less frequent updates because the subject company is likely
to be in earlier stages where nothing material may occur quarter to quarter.
Fundamental Research Corp DOES NOT MAKE ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, AS TO RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM USING THIS INFORMATION
AND MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR USE. ANYONE USING THIS REPORT ASSUMES FULL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR WHATEVER RESULTS THEY OBTAIN FROM WHATEVER USE THE INFORMATION WAS PUT TO. ALWAYS TALK TO YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE YOU
INVEST. WHETHER A STOCK SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A PORTFOLIO DEPENDS ON ONE’S RISK TOLERANCE, OBJECTIVES, SITUATION, RETURN ON OTHER
ASSETS, ETC. ONLY YOUR INVESTMENT ADVISOR WHO KNOWS YOUR UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCES CAN MAKE A PROPER RECOMMENDATION AS TO THE MERIT
OF ANY PARTICULAR SECURITY FOR INCLUSION IN YOUR PORTFOLIO. This REPORT is solely for informative purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell
any security. It is not intended as being a complete description of the company, industry, securities or developments referred to in the material. Any forecasts contained in this
report were independently prepared unless otherwise stated and HAVE NOT BEEN endorsed by the Management of the company which is the subject of this report. Additional
information is available upon request. THIS REPORT IS COPYRIGHT. YOU MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE THIS REPORT WITHOUT OUR PERMISSION. Please give proper
credit, including citing Fundamental Research Corp and/or the analyst, when quoting information from this report.
The information contained in this report is intended to be viewed only in jurisdictions where it may be legally viewed and is not intended for use by any person or entity in any
jurisdiction where such use would be contrary to local regulations or which would require any registration requirement within such jurisdiction.
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